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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

FRESH BANANA SHAH ALAM is one of the shops that sells a variety of bananas. This shop

sells various types of bananas such as Pisang Tanduk, Pisang Nipah, Pisang Berangan and Pisang

Nangka. The company provides at an affordable price for the customers.

Fresh Banana Shah Alam began in April 2022. Customers stated that this product is highly

recommended and they are satisfied with the product we have sold, which is why they really like

it. What makes customers prefer is that we also provide home delivery service.

Fresh Banana Shah Alam sold over 20 kilograms in the first week of operation. It marks a

promising start for this company. As the demand for these products increases, then the quality of

products sold in this industry will also increase. As a result, marketing was essential for the

business to grow and the shop became famous in Shah Alam.
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1.0 Go-Ecommerce Registration (Print Screen)
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2.0 MyEnt Certificate
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3.0 INTRODUCTION OF BUSINESS

3.1 Name of Business

We put the name “Fresh Banana Shah Alam” because the bananas we sell are fresh from the

garden. Shah Alam because our store is located in Shah Alam. Furthermore, our motto is ‘Buy

more,Spend less’ which indicates that people can shop more but not spend more money when

they choose to shop with us.

3.2 Address of Business

Our company is based in the house of its own owner, Akmal Danish. We do business at home only

because this is a way for us to reduce the cost of expenses if doing business outside like having to rent a

shop. Furthermore, we do business by way of doing home delivery services. So, the stock of bananas that

we take from the garden will continue to take us home before sending the bananas to the customer’s

house.
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3.3 Organization Chart

Fresh Banana Shah Alam is a type of commercial partnership. This is since our company is still

new and only runs a small business. As a result, our organizational chart is limited to the two

partners.

Fresh Banana Shah Alam

Muhammad Solihin Bin Adenan Akmal Danish Bin Baharom

3.4 Mission and Vision

We believe that every business should have its own objectives in order to operate their operations

in accordance with their goals. We have created a mission and vision for our company so that we

know what we want to accomplish in the short and long run.

Mission

● To ensure that clients can get what they want at an affordable price

● Increase social media followers

● Hire new employees

Vision

To make our business well-known inside and outside the country
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3.5 Description of Product

Product Description

Pisang Tanduk Pisang tanduk is a type of banana from the Musaceae

family that is popularly grown in our country for fresh

production and is fried or processed into “kerepek pisang

tanduk”. Pisang tanduk are grown commercially specially

in one area or mixed with several other types of bananas

and in orchards. Demand for pisang tanduk increases

during the festive season to be processed into “kerepek”.

Pisang Nangka Pisang nangka are quite different from other bananas

because their color is still green when ripe. When the skin

turns yellow, it is no longer suitable for frying because the

contents have become soft. Ripe pisang nangka are usually

made into fried bananas such as pisang nipah. It tastes a bit

sweet but has a slightly sour taste like pisang tanduk.

Pisang Berangan Pisang berangan are the right size to be used as desserts

and are usually served at celebrations and banquets. It is

also suitable as an ingredient to make roti canai pisang.

Pisang berangan are also good as fried bananas because

they are not mushy. While pisang berangan that are too

ripe can be used as a cekodok pisang or banana cake.

Pisang Nipah Pisang nipah is a popular banana variety for the purpose of

frying, making cakes and also making kerepek in our

country. Pisang nipah are grown commercially monocrop

and also as a crop around the house area or in open areas

by the river, water boundary or as a border fence plant in

suitable areas.
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3.6 Price List

Product Price

Pisang Tanduk

RM6.00/KG

Pisang Nangka

RM4.00/KG

Pisang Berangan

RM5.00/KG

Pisang Nipah

RM4.00/KG
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4.0 Creating Facebook Page

To promote our Fresh Banana Shah Alam product business to customers, we created our own Facebook
page as our main medium to reach customers. This platform allow us to create awareness about our
products to the customers .

4.1 Facebook Page

4.2 Customizing URL Facebook Page

https://www.facebook.com/Bananasegar
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4.3 Facebook Post- Teaser
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4.4 Facebook (FB) Post - Copywriting (Soft Sell)
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4.5 Facebook (FB) Post - Copywriting (Hard Sell)
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4.6 Sales Report
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5.0 Conclusion

In summary, Fresh Banana Shah Alam is a business that sells various types of fresh

bananas consisting of Pisang Tanduk, Pisang Berangan, Pisang Nipah and Pisang Nangka. We

sell these bananas to customers per kilogram according to the type of banana. At first we only

sold to friends and close acquaintances but after we created a Facebook page we can conclude

that, we are able to promote and market our products while also attempting to raise awareness of

our existing business brand among Facebook users, particularly those who live in the vicinity of

our business activity or event using this type of platform.

Furthermore, it benefits not only our business, but also ourselves, because we can now

follow and update with business trends not only through Facebook, but also through other

available platforms and techniques to improve our knowledge and abilities in business marketing

and IT.

As a result, as a start-up using Facebook pages, we can achieve some of our objectives

and will continue to do so in the future by expanding and operating our business through other

available social media and improving our marketing strategy.
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